TECHNICAL SHEET
TO COLOR YOUR
WHITEWASH

Add a SOF-DOSE pot for a
bucket of 4 or 8 kg BADISOF PLUS.
Always mix the pigment
powder in the bucket of BADISOF PLUS before adding
water.
PACKAGING
Bucket powder 4 or 8 kg
CONSUMPTION
. Brushed: 100 to 200 g / m2
. rubbed: 200 to 400 g / m2
. smoothed: 1 kg / m2
These consumptions are given for
information but can vary from one
suppport to another.

BADISOF PLUS:

Limewash

BADISOF PLUS is a mix of lime and mineral additives, reinforced with a silicate, for
durability outdoors whose material and Ocre de France’s pigments reminiscent
authenticity of old walls.
Easy and harmless for use, with BADISOF PLUS your wall can breathe while being
impervious to water splashes.
With BADISOF PLUS, you will discover the art of using lime.
BADISOF PLUS exist in white to be colored with Ocre de France’s doses of pigment:
SOF-DOSE. This limewash have to be applied directly on a mineral and absorbent
wall* or on SOFIX (undercoat for whitewash in the case of wall like: old cement plaster,
plasterboard, plaster tiles, plaster, painting ... and generally whenever the support is
unknown) or SOFADHER.
DILUTION
Pour the contents of the SOF-DOSE in the bucket of BADISOF PLUS, mix well the
powder.
-For brush finish aspect
First coat: dilute 1 part of BADISOF PLUS with 2 volumes of water. Stir with an electric
mixer (slow speed).Add some water if necessary. Apply evenly making crosses on your
wall with a large brush.
Touch dry in 1 hour and can be covered in 6 hours.

-The water mixture should
be consumed immediately.
. Outside: do not apply BADISOF MORE when temperatures are less than 5 ° C
and above 30 ° C, by windy
weather, fog density, on frozen or overhe ted support.

Second coat: dilute 1 volume of BADISOF PLUS with 1 volume of water. Adding water
if necessary. Mix often during application. Apply evenly making crosses on your first
coat.
-For rubbed finished aspect
1 single coat a bit thick: dilute about 1 volume of BADISOF PLUS with 1 volume of water
(shaving-cream consistency). Let stand and add water if necessary. Shape as a coating
of about 1 mm thick. When your fingers stick no more on the product, rub with a damp
sponge (circular motion).
Final drying in 48/72 hours.
-For Smoothed whitewash

- Swatches of 42 shades
. Opportunity to clarify
existing shades
. Samples available
(according to conditions)

Proceed in the same way as the rubbed whitewash.
After having rubbed the whitewash, smooth it with a small spatula stainless steel (fast
and short movements).
Touch dry in 24 hours. Recoatable after 48 hours.
For a glossy finish, we advise you to apply the milk wax «Eccocera».
Video of implementation: https://www.youtube.com:watch?v=AVhR-L960ao
* Generally, lime enters in a sufficiently thick mineral and absorbent wall, for all thin
support (wood, fiber cement...) make prior tests.

